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MODEL #

SOLUTION

CONDITION

SERIAL #

Electrolux, FrigidaireBRAND

05.08.14
CK1402 Line Noise Improvement on Freestanding Ranges 

SERVICE FLASH

EI30EF35JS
FGEF3055M 

FGIF3061NF
FPEF3081MFD

LGEF3045KF

Model Serial Range
EI30EF35JS VF21367994 - VF35058520
FGEF3055MB VF12330608 - VF35227150
FGEF3055MF VF12330617 - VF40567735
FGEF3055MW VF12330627 - VF40470590
FGIF3061NF VF31686602 - VF40373833
FPEF3081MFD VF32263255 - VF40572419
LGEF3045KF VF00235525 - VF95206460

• Spontaneous Control reset resembling a power failure
• Not maintaining correct time in display

Spontaneous Control reset and inaccurate time display are due to line noise 
interference from the house power supply to the Oven Control. Order and 
replace the Oven Control listed in the Parts Manual. The affected Oven 
Controls will come as a kit that includes the Oven Control, noise suppression 
filter, ground screw, and instruction sheet.

WARNING
To avoid electric shock, disconnect electric power supply 
whenever accessing and/or removing components 
powered by electricity or components near other 
electrical components.

CAUTION
Metal edges may be sharp. Use caution and wear 
appropriate safety equipment when servicing the 
appliance to avoid personal injury. Noise Suppression Filter
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SOLUTION CONT’D

05.08.14
CK1402 Line Noise Improvement on Freestanding Ranges 

SERVICE FLASH

1. Remove and replace the Oven Control as usual.
2. Remove the rear panel(s) to access the terminal 

block (see Figure 1).
3. Remove the three (3) nuts securing the red, 

black, and white wires to the terminal block (see 
Figure 2). DO NOT remove wires from terminal 
block.

4. Attach the filter to the terminal block matching 
each color wire on the filter to the same color 
wire on the terminal block. See Figure 3.
a. The black wire on the filter should be placed 

on the stud with the black wire(s).
b. The white wire on the filter should be 

placed on the stud with the white wire(s).
c. The red wire on the filter should be 

placed on the stud with the red wires.
d. Locate a dimpled hole in the rear wall of 

the range close to the terminal block and 
secure the green wire on the filter to the 
rear wall with the ground screw supplied 
in the kit.

5. Reinstall all nuts and tighten snuggly to 
ensure a good connection to terminal block.

6. Reinstall  the rear panel(s) and reconnect 
power supply to the range.

PART(S) NEEDED 5304495520 - EOC Kit - Replaces 316560105
5304495521 - EOC Kit - Replaces 316560117
5304495522 - EOC Kit - Replaces 316560132

Figure 2

Remove three (3) nuts

Figure 1

Rear panel removed.

Figure 3

Noise Suppression Filter 
installed

CLAIM FILING This is NOT a policy service flash. Any claims 
related to the condition described above will 
ONLY be covered during the warranty time 
period.


